CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW Main gardens

ESSENTIAL VIEWING

A first glance at the some of the gardens to look
out for at this year’s RHS Chelsea Flower Show
WORDS ANNIE GATTI

PROFILE
Designers Harris Bugg Studio
(Charlotte Harris
and Hugo Bugg)
Chelsea history Hugo
Bugg: 2014 (Gold) and 2106 (Gold);
Charlotte Harris: 2017 (Gold)
Plot MA320
Sponsor M&G Investments
Contractor Crocus
Theme An urban pocket park
that connects people to nature
while embracing the industrial
elements found in cities
Contact 01392 927172 (Exeter studio),
020 8191 7131 (London studio),
harrisbugg.com
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The M&G Garden

The Florence Nightingale Garden

The industrial pipework that weaves architecturally through this WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR
garden at heights dropping from 3.5m to 60cm sets this pocket
1 The aerial pipework, designed in
park firmly in the town or city. It is used as a device to connect
collaboration with Andrew Mcmullan
the various parts of the 22m x 13m community space, and to
(mcmullanstudio.com) and constructed
frame views. It is also one of the many examples of how found
by Mike Smith (mikesmithstudio.com),
becomes an elegant sculpture through
materials from the urban landscape can be repurposed to
a mix of polished and bronze-like finishes.
become objects of beauty. The boundary walls, of hand-made
Splits in the pipe where the contents appear
London clay bricks enhanced by sections of reclaimed sheet
to pour out create moments of surprise.
piling, form the industrial backdrop to the undulating green
space where the canopy-layer trees, including shade-giving Nyssa 2 Each oak seat is unique, carved from
individual trunks by Thomas Roesler
sylvatica, silver-leaved Hippophae rhamnoides and Elaeagnus
(thomas-roesler.com). They add a
umbellata, are examples of species that are particularly resilient
sculptural quality as well as providing
to urban climate extremes of wet winters and hot summers.
seating that connects people to nature.
At the front of the garden, an informal pool, edged with
3 Calamagrostis brachytricha, a hardslabs of railway platform that also double as places to rest,
working grass that grows in shade and
sun, adds texture throughout the garden.
provides a habitat for wildlife and a receptacle for water
4 Patrinia monandra has scores of
run-off. This is the sunniest part of the garden where plants
yellow flowerheads that reach 1m high
such as Echinacea pallida, Bupleurum falcatum and Euphorbia
and illuminate autumn planting schemes.
cornigera create a meadowy feel. Pieces of elements that might
5 Actaea ‘Queen of Sheba’ adds scent
be leftover from a building-site, such as paving, cobbles, sills
and white spires to an autumn scheme
and bricks, are used to form meandering pathway set in gravel
in partial shade. Its dark-brown leaves
that leads past the pool to a series of seating boulders in silvered contrast beautifully with green foliage.
oak where small groups of people can enjoy moments of
6 Pennisetum alopecuroides ‘Cassian’s
escape, immersed in the layered planting in tones of green,
Choice’ forms graceful clumps of orangebiscuity-brown, yellow and gold that thrives in the dappled
yellow foliage and dusky purple flowers
throughout autumn in sunny plantings.
shade. Senesced plants add shades of bronze and russet.

Viewed from the front, this garden – which celebrates the
nursing profession as well as the legacy of social reformer and
founder of modern nursing Florence Nightingale – imagines
a patient looking out of a hospital window on to a restful
courtyard of gently undulating planting, some in dappled shade
under birch trees, some in sun. A striking, contemporary pergola
in slatted, cross-laminated timber (CLT), cantilevered to allow
uninterrupted views, creates a modern-day cloister where
patients and staff can walk or sit. Paths emanate from the
cloister and wind through the planting, which emerges from
mounded beds, creating an immersive effect. The paths widen at
the front and back of the garden, allowing spaces for seating.
In keeping with the garden’s theme, the planting features
a number of medicinal plants, including one of Florence
Nightingale’s favourites: foxgloves. Here the Digitalis genus is
represented by D. ferruginea, some possibly bearing seedheads
to show the beauty of autumnal forms. The calming palette of
greens and whites is punctuated in the more open beds with reds,
purples and pinks. Nightingale stressed the importance of clean
water and good sanitation, represented here by a steel-edged pool
at the back of the garden. Other reminders of her life are embodied
in the boundary/hospital walls, also made from CLT, in the form of
extracts from her letters and the silhouettes of some of her pressed
flowers, which are laser-printed on the surface. An ethereal image,
taken from a photo of her in her garden and displayed on a Perspex
window, suggests that she is still inspiring modern-day nursing.

PROFILE
Designer Robert Myers
Chelsea history 2007 (Gold),
2008 (Gold), 2013 (Gold)
Plot MA322
Sponsor The Burdett
Trust for Nursing
Contractor Bowles & Wyer
Theme A courtyard garden in
a modern hospital that embodies
the principles of Florence Nightingale
Contact 01223 351400 (Cambridge
studio), 01885 227377
(Worcestershire studio),
robertmyers-associates.co.uk

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR
1 Cross-laminated timber is a
sustainable material, manufactured by
layering planks of sawn timber that are
glued at perpendicular angles, giving it
strength in both directions. This allows it
to be used for big spans and cantilevers,
as in this pergola made from Douglas fir
by CONSTRUKTCLT (construktclt.com),
creating a floating effect.
2 The pool is only partially planted so that
it retains a calming, reflective surface. The
water spills over the inner steel edge into
the gap between the outer edge, where it
is recirculated to stop algae forming.
3 Heptacodium miconioides was chosen
for its scented, autumn-flowering blooms,
flaky bark and shaggy form.
4 Dahlia ‘Verrone’s Obsidian’ is a deepred, single-flowered cultivar that mixes
well with grasses and other autumnflowering perennials such as sanguisorbas.
5 Star-shaped, bronze roundels set into
clay pavers are scaled-up replicas of the
badges worn by Nightingale nurses from
1925. The circular design reflects today’s
Nightingale badge, awarded by Guy’s
and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust.
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PROFILE
Designer Tom Massey,
supported by Sarah Mead
Chelsea history 2018 (Silver Gilt)
Plot MA323
Sponsor Yeo Valley
Contractor Landscape Associates
Theme A naturalistic and biodiverse
garden, planted mainly with
organically grown plants and
displaying organic principles
Contact 07862 457630,
tommassey.co.uk

The Yeo Valley Organic Garden

Trailfinders’ 50th Anniversary Garden

Yeo Valley farm’s organic garden in Somerset, created by Sarah
and Tim Mead, was the starting point for this gently sloping
garden, which offers diverse habitats to wildlife and a rich
selection of native and non-native plants. Sheltered on two
sides by a tangled hedgerow of wild roses, hawthorn, field
maple, blackthorn and hazel, the garden is lightly divided
into three zones. At the back, a shady woodland bank,
dominated by weeping birches, is underplanted with
ferns and perennials. Here water spills from a rusted steel
trough, recalling farmyard drinking troughs, into a deep
pool beyond the woodland edge overhung with an egg-shaped
timber pod suspended from a rusted steel arm. From here
the water is channelled down the garden in a sinuous stream,
through an open meadow intermingled with perennials,
grasses and annuals that in early autumn provide splashes
of colour from echinacea, asters, dahlias, heleniums and
rudbeckias. Grasses such as Molinia and Miscanthus, in
shades of buff and orange, create a harmonious, relaxed
feel enhanced by the shaggy profile of pollarded willows.
Hard landscaping is deliberately minimal, with an informal
pathway of flat Mendip stones that hug the course of the stream,
providing the route up the garden to the timber pod, which offers
an elevated view across the whole plot. Charred logs, creating
randomised, upright patterns through the garden, represent the
importance of soil health in an organic garden – the biochar
from felled ash trees is used at Yeo Valley to improve the soil.

Jonathan Snow’s plant-hunting trips to Nepal have informed the
design of this 22m x 10m garden, which features the plants that
occur naturally in the temperate zone of the Himalayas, at
between 2,000m and 4,000m above sea level. He recreates the
experience of climbing through temperate forests on stony
tracks, to the background sounds of tumbling water, and pausing
to rest on a stone ledge or trekking on to a timber shelter further
up the foothills. This is a garden that reveals itself in a series of
moments, thanks to the sinuous path that winds up through the
naturalistic planting to the sturdy shelter built in the style of the
region’s religious buildings. The path is criss-crossed with
man-made rills that draw the frequent floodwaters away from
the main route through the hills and into the natural stream that
tumbles down from the more densely forested slopes at the back,
creating a watery counterpoint to the path. Slabs of sandstone
form small bridges across the stream, allowing close-up access
to the planting, a mixture of shrubs and perennials that thrive
in the moist, mainly acidic conditions of the Himalayas.
Pinus wallichiana and Cedrus deodara, with a smattering
of Betula utilis trees, form the canopy layer. In the openings,
familiar shrubs such as hydrangeas and rhododendrons are
combined with more exotic-looking species such as Schefflera,
while large-leaved perennials, such as rodgersias and rheums,
add to the exotic feel. Late-summer flowering plants including
actaeas, persicarias, thalictrums and aconitums add tones of
white, blue and purple to the garden.

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR
1 The hanging pod, made from slats of
steam-bent oak by furniture designer
Tom Raffield (tomraffield.com), creates
a refuge from which two people can watch
the wildlife in the pool below, through the
glass bottom of the pod. Using a chain
winch, the pod can be pulled up so that it
is suspended 1.8m above the water. Gaps
of 1.5m between the tapered slats allow
views out across the garden.
2 The rusted steel water trough, made
by Surrey Ironcraft (surreyironcraft.com),
brings an industrial element to the design.
It also creates a reflective surface, and an
opportunity to create sound in the garden
as the water is channelled through
a spout and falls into the pool below.
3 Dahlia merckii, with its dainty, lilac-pink
flowers on airy stems, is dotted through
the meadow. Originating in Mexico, it is
fairly hardy in the UK and combines well
in naturalistic planting schemes.
4 Quince (Cydonia oblonga) and
medlar (Mespilus germanica) are
used as woodland-edge trees that
offer beautiful blossom in early summer
and interesting fruits well into autumn.

PROFILE
Designer Jonathan Snow
Chelsea history 2018 (Silver
Gilt), 2019 (Silver)
Plot MA326
Sponsor Trailfinders
Contractor Stewart
Landscape Construction
Theme A stylised representation of
the landscape, plants and culture of
the Himalayan foothills
Contact 020 7371 9475,
jonathansnowdesign.co.uk

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR
1 The stone path is made from pieces
of limestone laid on end by Richard
Clegg of RLC Dry-Stone Walling
(richardclegg.co.uk) to represent the handmade paths that connect villages in the Himalayan foothills. The same stone, laid flat,
is used to make the seating ledge inspired
by the Nepalese rest stops (chautari).
2 Taking his cue from Nepalese villagers,
Jonathan has cut a rill into the slope
behind the shelter, and alongside and
across the path, to divert excess rainwater.
3 Brugmansia suaveolens, although
native to Brazil, has naturalised in the
Himalayas and lends an exotic look to the
planting. In the UK it produces its fragrant
flowers from summer into autumn and
needs a sheltered, frost-free spot.
4 Rosa sericea subsp. omeiensis f.
pteracantha has jewel-red thorns,
copes well in shade and usually holds its
four-petalled, white flowers into autumn,
when it produces shiny, red hips.
5 Strobilanthes wallichii adds spikes of
purplish-blue flowers to autumn planting
schemes. It needs partial shade and
well-drained soil.
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PROFILE
Designers Ekaterina Zasukhina
with Carly Kershaw
Chelsea history Debut
Plot RGB1
Sponsors Bodmin Jail,
Bodmin Jail Hotel
Contractor Cube 1994
Theme An evocation of
the Ural Mountain landscapes
and a call for our collective
need to look after the Earth
Contact Elena Zasukhina
+7 912 243 46 99, uralgarden.com;
Carly Kershaw
01962 711600, heduk.com

60° East - A Garden Between Continents

Guangzhou Garden: Guangzhou China

Occupying the Rock Garden Bank site at the bottom of Main
Avenue, the Bodmin Jail garden is a reinterpretation of one
designed by Ekaterina Zasukhina in the Russian city of
Yekaterinburg in the Urals – the meeting point of Europe and
Asia. Inspired by the area’s beauty, the garden draws on the
planting palettes of the East and the West to create a colourful
and uplifting journey into the Ural Mountains.
A gravel path leads through a mix of long-flowering
perennials, including geraniums, sanguisorbas, salvias
and Alchemilla mollis, around rocks and up rugged steps
made from dark-green Ural quartzite. On one side a stream
tumbles down the slope and on the other a patch of meadow
is revealed beneath a multi-stemmed Malus and an Acer
tataricum subsp. ginnala. The path bends, enabling a closer
view of a striking sculpture of two figures in rusted steel by
Penny Hardy and a cloud-pruned Pinus mugo overhanging
the water, creating a naturalistic, windswept effect.
A group of pines suggests the forested slopes where
the source of the babbling water is revealed in a dramatic waterfall
that cascades down the rockface constructed from a cluster of
Ural rocks, some more than 2.5m high, into a pool. Here a stone
bridge allows the journey to continue past a majestic weeping
willow and alongside a larger pool where water lilies bloom in the
calmer parts. The journey back down the garden is via more stone
steps, past drifts of streamside flowers such as Lythrum salicaria
‘Swirl’, Veronica beccabunga and Myosotis scorpioides.

The Chinese city of Guangzhou, with its environmental approach
to city planning, is the inspiration for this garden designed by
landscape architects Peter Chmiel and Chin-Jung Chen of Grant
Associates. Drawing on Guangzhou’s three distinctive landscape
zones, the garden layout is an undulating form that starts, at the
back, with a rockscape where a green wall and trees, such as Scots
pine, river birch and field maple, clean the city air. Water emerges
here, and from the latticework boundary fence, to flow across
the garden in an organically shaped pool punctuated with grassy
islands. The largest of these forms the main social space where
a soaring lattice tower, made from laminated bamboo, provides
a place for gathering and sitting.
The woodland-edge landscape bordering the wetlands is
dominated by two mature dawn redwoods (Metasequoia
glyptostroboides) underplanted with ferns, Carex sedges, hostas
and the creamy white spires of Actaea racemosa. The changes in
the planting palette to make the most of the new September
show date have enabled the designers to include a large number
of water lilies, which they hope will be in full bloom, including
late-flowering Nymphaea ‘Darwin’ and N. ‘Colorado’. Marginals
include the exotic-looking Equisetum hyemale, Cyperus
involucratus and sparkling Isolepis cernua. Stepping-stone
bridges link a number of elegant, geodesic structures ranging
from 8.5m to 2.5m high and providing spaces for both people
(they include the central tower with seats, a smaller tower
fitted with a swing for children, and a bird hide) and wildlife.

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR
1 The two sculptures by Penny Hardy
(pennyhardysculpture.com) incorporate
pieces of metal from machine parts in
the Urals, where mining is widespread.
The seated child facing the kissing couple
reflects the theme of conserving the land
for future generations.
2 Pinus mugo is used in two forms in
the garden. In its natural form, it anchors
the planting and sits well in the rocky
landscape. Cloud-pruned specimens
create eye-catching forms, one at each
corner at the front of the garden, and one
in the centre, leaning over the main pool.
3 Camomile (Matricaria chamomilla),
an ancient medicinal plant and the national
flower of Russia, softens the edge of the
stone path on the ascent to the waterfall.
4 Geranium ‘Blue Cloud’ is a tall,
long-flowering cultivar with pale-blue
flowers and purple veining. It makes an
excellent filler in borders.
5 Umbellifers are used throughout the
garden, with Orlaya grandiflora providing
a more showy form at the front and Ammi
majus, planted in drifts with ferns towards
the back, creating a soft, meadowy feel.

PROFILE
Designers Peter Chmiel with
Chin-Jung Chen
Chelsea history Debut
Plot MA324
Sponsor The Administration
of Forestry and Gardening of
Guangzhou Municipality
Contractor The Outdoor Room
Theme How future cities can
balance the needs of people and
wildlife and be resilient to the
effects of climate change
Contact 01225 332664,
grant-associates.uk.com

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR
1 The Active Air Green Wall by Biotecture
(biotecture.uk.com), a lush mix of ferns,
ivy, Carex morrowii ‘Irish Green’ and
Heuchera ‘Green Spire’, is an example
of using technology alongside nature to
improve city environments. Polluted air
is cleaned by the roots and recirculated.
Here it is expelled into the main tower to
provide fresh air for those inside, and into
the nearby water to help with oxygenation.
2 Phyllostachys edulis, the bamboo
used by MOSO (moso-bamboo.com) to
make the laminated, geodesic structures
designed and fabricated by Xylotek
(xylotek.co.uk), is a strong, fast-growing
plant native to China. Some 20-25 per
cent of the poles can be cut annually
without reducing the size of a plantation,
making it very suitable for reforestation.
3 Floating plants such as Nymphaea
‘Colorado’, which holds its salmon-pink
flowers 7-10cm above the surface, help to
keep the water cool by shading.
4 The deciduous conifer Metasequoia
glyptostroboides, only known as a fossil
until 1941, is now regularly used in planting
schemes to help remove air pollution.
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